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A Characterization of Oriented Matroids in Terms of Topes 
KEIICHI HANDA 
A tope of an oriented matroid is a maximal element in its cocircuit span. In this note we give 
a simple characterization of oriented tiiatroids in terms of topes. Using this we answer an open 
problem of Edelman by giving a. characterization of oriented matroids in terms of acyclic sets. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A tope [8, 11] of an oriented matroid is a maximal element of its cocircuit span. The 
notion of topes has a natural meaning in typical examples of oriented matroids and has 
also been studied under the name of 'non-Radon partitions' (see [2, 4, 5, 9]). 
In this note we give a simple characterization of oriented matroids in terms of topes. 
We obtain the characterization by proving a conjecture of Tomizawa [12], which 
involves a generalized notion of oriented matroids. Applying the first result, we will 
also give a characterization of oriented matroids in terms of acyclic sets. This answers 
an open problem of Edelman [ 6]. 
Historically, Lawrence [10] first gave a characterization of uniform oriented matroids 
in terms of topes. Then Bienia and Cordovil [1] obtained a characterization of oriented 
matroids in terms of topes, which is different from ours. 
. ,-, . 
2. DEFINITIONS 
Let E be a finite set. A signed vector on E is an element of {-, 0, +}E. For a signed 
vector X= (Xe: e E E) onE, define x- = {e E E: Xe =-} and x+ = {e E E: Xe = +}. 
The support %of X is the set x- U x+. The negative -X of X is defined in the trivial 
way. The zero vector is denoted by 0. For X E { -, 0, +}E and S ~ E, sX denotes the 
signed vector on E obtained from X by reversing signs on S and X+ S; (for 
i E {-, 0, +}) the signed vector on E obtained from X by replacing Xe by i for all e E S. 
For X, YE{-,0, +}E, define D(X, Y)={eEE:Xe=-Ye*O}. Xis orthogonal toY 
if either % n Y = 0, or D(X, Y) * 0 and D(X, - Y) * 0. Also X conforms to 
Y, X ~ Y, if l'e = Xe for all e with Xe * 0. Clearly, the relation ~ is a partial order on 
{-, 0, +}E. For f!l' ~ {-, 0, +}E, define Min f!l' to be the set of minimal elements of !!t, 
i.e. Min f!l' ={X E ff': X;>- Y E f!l' implies X= Y}. Max f!l' is similarly defined. 
An oriented matroid is a pair M = (E, 0) where E is a finite set and 0 is a set of 
signed vectors on E, called the circuits of M, satisfying 
(01) 0 ~ 0, and X E 0 implies -X E 0; 
(02) if X, Y E 0 and x~ Y, then X= Y; and 
(03) if X, Y E 0, X*- Y and f E D(X, Y), there exists Z E 0 such that z- ~ (x- u 
y-) - f and z+ ~ (x+ u y+) - f 
For an oriented matroid M = (E, 0), fY = Max{X: X is orthogonal to all Y E 0} is 
called the set of topes of M. Using the set fY, the set 0 can be denoted by 
0 = Min{X: X* 0, and X is orthogonal to all Y E fY}; hence M is uniquely determined 
*This paper was written while the author studied at Waseda University. 
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by its topes (see [4]). For the set fY, the following three properties are well known (see 
[3, 6, 8, 11]): 
(Tl) X, Y E fY implies % = Y (here an element which is not contained in the support of 
any tope is called a loop); 
(1'2) X E fY implies -X E fY; and 
(T3) (reorientation property) if X, Y E fY and X * Y, there exists f E D (X, Y) such that 
mX E fY, where [!] denotes the parallel class containing f, i.e. { e E E: either Xe = X1 
for all X E fY or Xe = - X1 for all X E fY}. Here the parallel class [ e] is defined only 
when e is not a loop. 
The property (T3) is the essential property for the proof of the shellability of tope 
cells in oriented matroid (see [3, 4, 6, 8, 11]). 
An acycloid [12] is a pair A = (E, fY), where E is a finite set and fY is a non-empty 
set of signed vectors on E, called the topes of A, satisfying (Tl)-(T3). There exist 
non-matroidal acycloids, i.e. ones which are not oriented matroids (see Appendix), 
and hence acycloid is a properly generalized notion of oriented matroid. 
For an acycloid A = (E, ;J), 0 =Min{X: X* 0, and X is orthogonal to all Y E fY} is 
called the set of circuits ofA. Clearly, fY = Max{X: X is orthogonal to all Y E 0} holds. 
For X E {-, 0, +}E and e E E, X\e denotes the restriction of X to E- e. For an 
acycloid A = (E, fY) and e E E, let 
fYie ={(X+ [e]0)\e: X, (e]X E fY}, 
where if e is a loop then consider [e] = 0. Then Ale= (E- e, fYie) satisfies (Tl) and 
(1'2), but does not always satisfy (T3). Ale is called the elementary contraction of A by 
e, which corresponds to that of an oriented matroid. 
3. CHARACfERIZATIONS 
LEMMA 1. Let A= (E, fY) be an acycloid and e E E. Then if Ale is an acycloid, then 
the set 0 I e of circuits of A I e is given by 
(*) Ole= Min{X\e: X E 0 and X\e i=O}, 
where 0 is the set of circuits of A. 
PROOF. We denote by E0 the set of loops of A and by [·] a parallel class of A. 
Denote the right-hand side of (*) by Oe. If e E E 0 then fY I e = {X\e: X E fY}, and so 
clearly 0 I e = {X\e: X E 0 and %* {e}} = Oe. Hence assume e lt E 0 • Then note that 
Oe = Min{X\e: X E 0}, and that the set of loops of Ale is the set E0 U {[e]- e}. 
Whenever we choose any element from Oe or Ole, we will do in the form of X\e. 
(i) Let X\e E Ole. First we extend X\e to X E { -, 0, +}E such that X does not 
conform to any tope of A. 
Case (a): X\e t Y\e for any Y E fY (then note that if X\e consists of a loop of Ale, 
then it is contained in E0 ). Set Xe = 0; then X t Y for any Y E fY. 
Case (b): there is yo E fY such that X\e ~ yo\e (then note that if X\e consists of a 
loop of AIe, then it is contained in [ e] - e). Set Xe = - ~; then X t yo. If X\e consists 
of a loop of Ale, clearly X does not conform to any tope of A. Hence assume that X\e 
does not do so. Now suppose that there is Z E fY such that X~ Z. Then e E 
D(yo, Z) s; E- X\e. Since yo, Z E fY and yo* Z, by axiom (T3) there is f E D(yo, Z) 
such that Y1 =lfl yo E fY. Since (yo + [ e]0) \e lt fYI e, [f] * [e], and so Y1 * Z. Also we 
have ID(Yl, Z)l < ID(yo, Z)l. Applying (T3) repeatedly we eventually obtain yk E fY 
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(where k < ID(yo, Z)l) such that D(Yk, Z) = [e]. Therefore (Z + [e]0)\e E fYie, a 
contradiction. Hence there is no Z E fY such that X~ Z. 
Secondly, we show that X E 0. In the above two cases, since X does not conform to 
any tope of A, there is a circuit WE 0 such that W ~X. If W\e conforms to some 
element Y\e of fYie (where Y E fY), then W ~ Y or W ~!elY(E fY), a contradiction. 
Hence W\e does not conform to any element of fYie, and so by the minimality of X\e, 
X\e = W\e. In case (a), Xe = 0, and so W., = 0. Hence X= WE 0. In case (b), Xe * 0 
and there is yo E fY such that W\e ~ yo\e. Suppose We= 0, then W ~yo, a contradic­
tion. Hence W., * 0, i.e. We = Xe. Hence X= W E 0. 
Finally, we show that X\e E Oe. By the definition of Oe, there is Z E 0 such that 
Z\e ~X\e and Z\e E Oe. Since Z\e does not conform to any element of fYie, by the 
minimality of X\e, X\e = Z\e. Hence X\e E Oe. Thus Ole£ Oe follows. 
(ii) Let X\e E Oe, where X E 0. Then X\e does not conform to any element of fYie. 
Hence there is Z\e E 01e such that Z\e ~ X\e. By (i) Z\e E Oe, and so X\e = 
Z\e E Ole. Thus Oe £Ole follows. 0 
By Lemma 1, we know that X E 0, Xe =FO and l%1 :_;;, 2 imply X\e E Ole. This fact is 
used in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Let/. = (E, fY) be an acycloid. If every elementary contraction of A is an 
oriented matroid, A is an oriented matroid. 
PROOF. Denote the set of circuits of A by 0. Suppose that A is non-matroidal. Then 
there exist X, Y E 0 with X*- Y, and e E D(X, Y), such that axiom (03) is not 
satisfied. Choose such X, Y so that ID(X, Y)l is minimum. Suppose ID(X, Y)l :_;;, 2. Let 
f ED(X, Y) and f *e. Now X\e, Y\e E Ole, X\e * -(Y\e) and f E D(X\e, Y\e). 
Since Ale is an oriented matroid by hypothesis, by (03) there exists Z\e E Ole (where 
ZEO) such that (Z\e)±£((X\e)±U(Y\e)±)-f. Then, clearly, Ze=FO. Since Xe= 
- Y., =F 0, Ze = Xe or Ye. We may assume from symmetry that Ze = Xe. Then Z, Y E 0, 
Z *-Y, e E D(Z, Y) and ID(Z, Y)l < ID(X, Y)l. By the choice of X and Y, there 
exists WE 0 such that w± £ (Z± U Y±)- e. Then W± £(X± U Y±)- e, a contradic­
tion. Hence D(X, Y) = {e}. 
Let V be the signed vector on E having y± = (X± U y±) - e. Then since no circuit 
conforms to V, there is U E fY such that V ~ U. Since Ue = Xe or ¥.,, either X~ U or 
Y ~ U. This is a contradiction. Hence A is matroidal. 0 
For an acycloid A= (E, fY) and an ordered subset S = {e1 , e2 , ••• , en} of E, the 
contraction AIS of A by Sis defined inductively by AIS = (AI(S- en))len. 
LEMMA 2'. Let A = (E, fY) be an acycloid. If every contraction of A is an acycloid, 
A is an oriented matroid. 
PROOF. It is enough to show that if every contraction of A is an acycloid, then it is 
matroidal. Suppose that some contraction AIS, where S is an ordered set, is 
non-matroidal and choose such S so that lSI is maximum. Then applying Lemma 2 to 
AIS leads to a contradiction. (Indeed, this lemma is equivalent to Lemma 2.) 0 
Here we note that Lemma 2' is a positive answer to a conjecture of Tomizawa [12]. 
From this lemma we obtain the following main theorem. 
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THEOREM 3. An oriented matroid is a pair M = (E, f1) where E is a finite set and ff 
is a non-empty set of signed vectors on E, satisfying: 
(T1) X, Y E ff implies%= Y; 
(T2) X E ff implies -X E ff; 
(T3) M has the reorientation property, i.e. if X, Y E ff and X* Y, there exists 
f E D(X, Y) such that [flX E ff, where [f] denotes the parallel class of M containing f; 
and 
(T4) every contraction of M has the reorientation property. 
As a corollary we obtain a characterization of oriented matroids in terms of acyclic 
sets, i.e. subvectors of topes, which answers an open problem of Edelman [6]. 
CoROLLARY 4. An oriented matroid is a pair M = (E, .sti) where Eisa finite set and 
.sti is a non-empty set of signed vectors on E, satisfying: 
( A1) x E .sti implies -X E .sti; 
(A2) if X E .sti and Y,;.: X, then Y E .sti; 
(A3) if X E .sti and e E E- (% U E0 ), then X+ e+ or X+ e- E .sti., where E0 ={e E 
E: Xe = 0 for all X E .sti.}; 
(A4) (E, Max .sti.) has the reorientation property (T3); and 
(AS) every contraction of (E, Max .sti.) has the reorientation property. 
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APPENDIX 
We give here examples of non-matroidal acycloids. The first such acycloid, example 
(i), was discovered by Fukuda (see [12]). 
(i) Let E = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} and let ff1 = {( + + + + + ), ( + + + + - ), ( + + + ­
+ ), ( + - + + + ), (- + + + + ), ( + + + - - ), ( + - + + - ), ( + - + - + ), 
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(- + + + - ), (- + + - + ), (- - + + + ), and their negatives}. Then A1 = 
(E, fT1) is a acycloid, but non-matroidal because fT1/3 = {( + + - - ), ( + - + - ), 
( + - - + ), and their negatives}. 
The next example shows that even if every elementary contraction of an acycloid A 
is an acycloid, A is not always an oriented matroid. 
(ii) A2 = (E, fT2), where E = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} and fT2 ={-, + }E- {(- + + + + 
+ ), ( + - + + + + ), (- - + + + +),and their negatives}. A 2/e (where e = 1 or 2) 
is matroidal and A 2/f (where f = 3, 4, 5 or 6) is non-matroidal. 
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